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Empower yourself with CITAARAA’S SELF & SPACE 
ENERGISING KIT. You can now experience the capacity to 
energise, clean and stabilise your own energy and also of 

the space that you’re living or working in. Isn’t that an 
incredible news! 

CITAARAA proudly brings to you this unique product with 
absolutely high vibrational contents that will aid in self 

healing and space energising. This can all be done by you, 
at your own comfort and convenience. The most 

important thing being, that now you can be regular in 
doing so. 

So push that stuck energy out of your space if any, give 
your own self a much required healing boost, in order to 

gear up for your targets and tasks ahead. 

All the contents of this kit are personally energised for a 
positive wellness experience and are globally well 

established in the wellness space. 

Attached is the detailed information in the Citaaraa’s 
Wellness Brochure along with a few more product shots for 

a comprehensive illustration.

You can reach us to ORDER your KITS through whatsapp 
@ +91 9811361889



Citaaraa Star (Anxiety Stone)

Citaaraa Star is a personally energised Merkaba Star in clear 
quartz, which is considered the high vibration ‘master healer’ stone. 

Merkaba in its sacred geometry is the perfect tool for self healing. It is also 
supposed to create a spiritual shield around the holder. In times of stress, 

panic or anxiety, simply hold it in your palms and sit quietly for 5-10 minutes 
or till you feel centered. Let its calming vibrations work on you to bring in the 

needed relief. It’s easy to carry and comes in handy even while 
you’re travelling. 
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Citaaraa’s Energised
Long Lasting Tea Lights

Candles are known for their soothing, healing properties and are often used 
to create a peaceful ambience in our spaces. The sheer act of lighting an 
energised candle, helps us ease and soothe our mind. We recommend to 

use Citaaraa’s Energised Long Lasting Tea Lights to diffuse Citaaraa’s 
Energy infused Camphor as it helps you relax and relive stress and also 

supports in easing out your anxiety and depression. 
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Citaaraa’s Space Clearing Sea Salt

If you are looking at purifying your home or work space, sea salt can be 
effectively used for the same. Post smudging your space with Citaaraa’s 

Energy cleaning Sage leaves, you can sprinkle Citaaraa’s personally 
energised space clearing sea salt in all the entrance/exits, doors/ windows 

from outside. This ritual is meant for negativity absorption and absolute 
protection of the space. Also this step is suggested to be done right towards 

the end of any space cleaning routine.
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Sage Burner

Citaaraa’s brass bowl with cover is used for burning Sage herbs. The mesh 
cover on the top helps uniformly distribute the smoke to all directions and is 
easy to clean. It can also be used as a stand to accommodate half burnt 

sage or palo santo sticks. It comes handy to be carried around for the ritual 
of smudging. Alternatively you can ll it up with sand and use that for 

extinguishing the half burnt sage or palo santo stick.



Citaaraa’s Energy Blend(Essential Oil)

Citaaraa’s Energy Blend is the Geranium essential oil that comes 
with a sweet, uplifting oral scent. It feels, both energising, and inspiring. 
Along with infused positive energy, it also offers a sense of positivity and 

good health, both physically and mentally. You can either diffuse 2-3 drops 
of concentrated Citaaraa’s 

Energy blend in an essential oil diffuser or mix a few drops with 
Citaaraa’s High Vibration Epsom Salt in your daily shower. Either way it 

reduces the feeling of stress or anxiety, sadness or fatigue. It also said to 
ease out tension, enhance concentration, improve cognitive function, and 

balance the emotions.
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Citaaraa’s High Vibration Epsom Salt

Epsom Salt is a magnesium sulphate  compound which is unlike sodium 
table salt. Epsom salt is popularly used as a healing agent and as an 
effective pain reliever. It’s also added to hot baths and foot soaks to 

reduce stress. Citaaraa’s High Vibration Epsom salt is specially energised to 
make its usage highly effective, while you use it in various forms.

       (a) Bath and Spa - Add two cups of Citaaraa’s high vibration Epsom salt 
to warm bath water. Settle in and soak for 20 minutes to help relieve stress 

and stiffness. 

       (b) Shower - Exfoliate and soften skin in shower by mixing handful of 
Citaaraa’s high vibration Epsom salt with a tablespoon of shower gel or your 
favourite oil such as olive oil, to massage into the wet skin. Rinse thoroughly. 
For an absolutely rejuvenating experience you can also add a few drops of 

Citaaraa’s Energy Blend( Essential Oil) to your exfoliation mix.

       (c) Foot Soak - Mix Citaaraa’s high vibration Epsom salt with warm 
waterin food bath and soak feet for 10 minutes to help soothe aches and 

soften rough skin.

       (d) Garden - Citaaraa’s high vibration Epsom salt can be used as a 
natural garden additive to boost magnesium/ sulphur levels. Add 1 

tablespoon to 5 litres of water, apply as a spray to your vegetables and 
owers. 
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Citaaraa’s Energy infused Camphor

Camphor is loaded with healing properties and is best known for 
spreading positivity. Now you can experience peace, serenity and unblock 

any limiting patterns in life with Citaaraa’s Energy infused camphor. The 
personal healing touch of positive energy makes this camphor high 

vibration than usual and hence, unique. It is an ideal gift for yourself or the 
people you love. 

Regularly use it by putting a few pieces in the diffuser kept in your favourite 
room or work space and be open to getting healed, dispelling all the 

negativity around you.  
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Citaaraa’s Energy Cleaning
Sage Leaves with herbs

Sage belongs to the Salvia plant family and is derived from the Latin word 
salvere, which means "to heal.” It’s regular use benets your physical, 

mental, and emotional well-being. When you burn the sage leaves in a re 
proof burner and take the smoke around in all directions, it clears out the 

toxicity and negativity from the space. This process is also known as 
smudging. 

Smudging can be done as frequently as required and is a must do ritual to 
maintain an energy balance at home or in your ofce space. To burn sage 
leaves you need to hold the sage burner with approximately 3-5 gm leaves 
inside it, at a 45-degree angle, then light it using your match or candle and 
let it burn for about 20 seconds. After that, gently blow out the ame so you 

see orange embers on one end. The smoke should now 
form up. Open the doors and windows post the smudging of a certain 

space is done, to let the negative vibes out. Please the burner on one side 
to retain the smoking leaves, they would burn out on their own in sometime. 
Smudging can also be done on self to balance personal energy imbalance 

during the time of stress and lethargy. 

Citaaraa’s Energy cleaning sage leaves are exclusively pre-programmed 
with positive intentions and that makes them far more effective on usage.
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Citaaraa’s Positive Vibes
Palo Santo Sticks

Palo Santo is a Spanish word which means “holy wood,” and is burnt as an 
energy cleanser around the world. A routine ritual corrects your energy 

imbalance, removes negativity, clears your mind space and infuses high 
vibration positivity, giving way to good fortune. To cleanse any space’s 

energy, simply light a stick and then extinguish the ame, gently waving the 
stick in the air or waving your hand over the stick. White smoke will be emitted 

from the smouldering stick, which can either disperse around you or your 
space. It helps elevate your own energy bringing about a feeling of much 

needed clarity and relief. Citaaraa’s Positive Vibes Palo Santo sticks are also 
pre-programmed with positive intentions and that makes them extremely 

effective on usage. 
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